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Lighting Lighting
Unfortunately your browser version is outdated and the site may contain bugs. Please install the
latest version of one of the following browsers It is diﬃcult to overestimate the importance of wellorganized lighting for our health and well-being. Beautiful well located lamps are one of the most
important parts of interior apartment or house. A well-lit oﬃce or production plant is a guarantee of
long-term preservation of health of employees and the quality of their work and the right lighting in
the store is an important factor in the level of sales. In the catalogue of Leroy Merlin presents an
excellent range of lighting ﬁxtures for indoor and outdoor lighting of all types of residential, industrial,
commercial or oﬃce. Lamps for the house are selected not only for functional characteristics but
primarily based on their appearance and conformity to the interior of the room. The gorgeous
chandelier is designed for living room elegant wall lamp for bedroom and hallway built-in light and
popular led lighting most often located in the kitchen and other service spaces. However each
customer has its own requirements for interior design and a collection of lights of the store Leroy
Merlin will allow you to buy among the samples that will ﬁt you best. Street lighting ensures our safety
in the dark and forms the architectural appearance of cities and towns. For the street lighting and the
inﬁeld or the local area tend to use diﬀerent types of lighting lanterns and ﬂoodlights on poles
overhead and wall lights. Recently appeared in the sale the lamps on solar batteries every year are
gaining popularity among consumers. For industrial lighting in industrial and oﬃce space commercial
and warehouse halls of the territories of enterprises, the store Leroy Merlin oﬀers to delivered product
from the vast range of specialized lighting products at the most attractive and economically sound
prices. All the light ﬁxtures are fully compliant with Russian regulations and electrical standards. Your
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